2016 Western Classic
5th – 6th Grade Girls - 5 Teams
Western Upstairs Gym (Courts 5 & 6)

A – Three Forks Wolf Pack
B – Lady Heads-Anaconda
C – Shields Valley Rebels
D – 406 Academy Grey-Big Sky
E – Bozeman Fury

Saturday Games
A vs B 12 pm Ct 5
C vs D 12 pm Ct 6
E Bye
A vs D 4 pm Ct 5
C vs E 4 pm Ct 6
B Bye
D vs E 6 pm Ct 5
B vs C 6 pm Ct 6
A Bye

Sunday Games
A vs E 9 am Ct 5
D vs B 9 am Ct 6
C Bye
A vs C 11 am Ct 5
B vs E 11 am Ct 6
D Bye

Championship #1 Seed vs. #2 Seed 1 pm Ct 4